Welcome to Temescal
Aaron Hansen & Eduardo Valadez
6398 Telegraph Ave

Love is Love
Eduardo Valadez & Aaron Hansen
6551 Telegraph Ave

New Bag Bridge - Day
Juan Lopez
6211 Telegraph Ave

Creation Story
Pancho Pescador
5900 Telegraph Ave

Bubbles
The Art Party Collective & The Naming Gallery
5987 Telegraph Ave

Idora Park
Juan Lopez
5991 Telegraph Ave

Historic View of Temescal Creek
Aaron Hansen
5627 Telegraph Ave

Go to temescaldistrict.org/arts for photos and descriptions of all art pieces in the district.

www.temescaldistrict.org
510-860-7327

KEY

- MURALS & PAINTINGS
- MOSAIC TRASH CANS
- GALLERIES
- UTILITY BOXES
- SCULPTURES
- MISC

NORTH